
It’s self-interest to share our vaccines globally
Richard Hurley features and debates editor

TheNHShas administered a covid-19 vaccine tomore
than 18 million people, a quarter of the UK
population, since December—an extraordinary
logistical achievement.1

But vaccinating everybody here will not protect us
from longer termharm, say infectiousdisease experts,
including the government’s SAGE adviser and
Wellcome Trust director, Jeremy Farrar, in The BMJ
Interview this week,2 also available in podcast
(bmj.com/archive/podcasts).

It’s a public health and economic imperative, Farrar
says, that oncewehave vaccinated vulnerable people
and healthcare workers in the UK we should make
vaccines available to these groups worldwide.

What he terms “enlightened self-interest” echoes
recent calls by the World Health Organization and
World Trade Organization.3 4 The longer that
SARS-CoV-2 is in circulation anywhere, the greater
the chance that variants with resistance to existing
treatments and vaccines will emerge and spread.5
Vaccine nationalismwill cost $3.4 trillion a year, says
the US non-profit RAND Corporation,6 and global
economic crashes reverberate at home.Rich countries
could get £4.80 (€5.60; $6.80) in return for every £1
invested in vaccination in poorer ones because of
lower losses to global productivity, RAND’smodelling
finds.

Although many countries have joined Covax, the
international partnership tasked with equitable
vaccine deployment, to date three quarters of all
doses have been administered in just 10 countries.7
Two thirds of all countries have received no covid-19
vaccines.

TheUKhas ordered at least 400million vaccinedoses
and promised to share its “surplus” with poorer
countries—but without saying how much and how
soon.7 The UK has also pledged £548m to Covax, but
money can’t help poorer countries if richer ones
hoard all the vaccines.

The UK government, facing sustained criticism for
policies that led to 130 000 covid-19 deaths, is keen
to keep the spotlight on the success of its domestic
vaccination programme, a critical step to its “road
map” out of lockdown.8

Indeed it has just announced that all adults will be
offered a first dose by 31 July, bringing the target
forward a month, but this is not necessarily good for
global equity or the best strategy to control the
pandemic domestically.9 Perhaps itwas coincidence
that this news coincided with the High Court ruling
that England’s health secretary had acted unlawfully
in not publishing the details of contracts worth
billions of pounds awarded without competition
during the pandemic?10 11

Until we’re all safe, none of us is safe. Let’s show
enlightened self-interest and altruism and
immediately commit to sharing vaccines equitably
around the world.
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